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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis deals with Lean transformation and change in general. The goal of this 
thesis is to gain insight on how Merivaara Oy goes through its Lean 
transformation and what kind of results it yields. This thesis also explains how can 
Merivaara's transformation be seen through Kotter's 8-step transformation 
process. 
Qualitative research methods were chosen for this study. For the theoretical part, 
data was collected from published sources, such as books, as well as from the 
Internet. For the case part, the data was collected from an interview and 
Merivaara's assessment materials.  
The theoretical part of the thesis is divided into two parts, the first part discusses 
Lean and the second part discusses change management. Lean is a management 
philosophy focusing on eliminating waste within the organisation. Change 
management in this thesis focuses on Kotter's 8-step transformation process which 
was created to assist organisations in change. 
The results of this study indicate that Merivaara has used Lean in its 
transformation process in several ways. Merivaara is in the middle of stabilisation, 
in order to get rid of vigorous fluctuations in productivity, workload, etc. 
Merivaara has also successfully implemented Lean tools, such as 5S in order to 
standardise and enhance different work phases. Merivaara has achieved 
significant results during 2011-2013. External delayed deliveries have reduced 
45%, delayed supplier deliveries have reduced 70%, absenteeism has reduced 
45%, and the productivity has increased by 11%. Merivaara has more or less gone 
through all the steps in Kotter's 8-step transformation process. The biggest 
challenges Merivaara faces according to Kotter's theory, are related with the 
shared change vision and anchoring new approaches in the culture. The author 
suggests that Merivaara focuses on increasing communication related to the 
change vision. The results presented are from the year 2013 and the 
transformation is not over. 
Key words: Lean, Change management, Lean transformation, Production system 
lean transformation, Merivaara 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 
 
Tämä opinnäytetyö käsittelee Lean-muutosta ja muutosta yleisesti. Tämän 
opinnäytetyön tavoitteena on kerätä tietoa siitä, kuinka Merivaara Oy käy läpi 
Lean-muutostaan ja minkälaisia tuloksia on saavutettu. Tämä opinnäytetyö selittää 
myös kuinka Merivaaran muutos voidaan nähdä Kotterin 8-osaisen 
muutosprosessin kautta. 
Tähän opinnäytetyöhön valittiin laadulliset tutkimusmenetelmät. Teoreettisessa 
osuudessa dataa kerättiin julkaisuista lähteistä, kuten kirjoista, ja Internetistä. 
Case-osuuden data kerättiin haastattelusta ja Merivaaran arviointimateriaaleista. 
Teoreettinen osuus on jaettu kahteen osaan. Ensimmäisessä osassa käsitellään 
Leania ja toisessa osassa muutosjohtamista. Lean on johtamisfilosofia joka 
keskittyy hukan poistamiseen organisaatiosta. Tässä opinnäytetyössä 
muutosjohtaminen keskittyy Kotterin 8-osaiseen muutosprosessiin. 
Tämän opinnäytetyön tulokset osoittavat, että Merivaara on käyttänyt Leania 
monella tapaa. Merivaara on muutoksessaan stabilisointivaiheessa, jossa pyritään 
tasaamaan tuotannon suurta heittelyä tuottavuudessa, työmäärässä, jne. Merivaara 
on käyttänyt menestyksekkäästi Lean-työkaluja, kuten 5S:ää standardisointiin ja 
eri työvaiheiden parannuksiin. Merivaara on saavuttanut huomattavia tuloksia 
aikavälillä 2011-2013. Ulkoinen toimintavarmuus on parantunut 45%, 
tavarantoimittajien myöhästelyt ovat vähentyneet 70%, poissaolot ovat 
vähentyneet 45% ja tuottavuus on lisääntynyt 11%. Merivaara on käynyt 
kutakuinkin läpi kaikki osat Kotterin 8-osaisesta muutosprosessista. Merivaaran 
suurimmat ongelmat Kotterin teorian mukaan liittyvät muutosvisioon ja uusien 
käytäntöjen ankkuroimisessa kulttuuriin. Kirjoittaja ehdottaa, että Merivaara 
keskittyy uuden muutosvision kommunikoinnin lisäämiseen. Tulokset ovat 
vuodelta 2013 ja muutos ei ole vielä ohi. 
.  
Asiasanat: Lean, muutosjohtaminen, Lean-muutos, tuotannon lean-muutos, 
Merivaara 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Many organisations are not able to transform themselves to Lean production 
organisations (Nordin, Deros, Wahab & Rahman 2011, 862). Also, the author and 
professor John Kotter has proven that 70% of all major change efforts in 
organisations fail (Kotter International, 2014a). Therefore, it can be seen that 
organisational change is tremendously difficult.  
Several research studies have shown that Lean production produces higher levels 
of quality and productivity and better customer responsiveness (Motwani 2003, 
1). Traditionally, studies develop Lean implementation models focusing on 
technical elements of the implementation. However, many of the studies of Lean 
production implementation or transformation are not explicitly framing the 
relationship between organisational change management issues and Lean 
production implementation. (Nordin, Deros, Wahab & Rahman 2011, 862). 
Merivaara Oy had identified the need for change related to their production 
system, in the form of Lean production. Therefore, in 2011 Merivaara used a 
consultant to carry out a 4-day external assessment of Merivaara's production. The 
aim of the assessment was to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the 
production, define the improvement potential, and how improvement could be 
achieved. 
Earlier Lean-related theses made for Merivaara have been made in 2009 and 2013. 
The earlier discussed creating a plan to develop warehouse management 
(Luukkonen 2009, 1).The latter discussed production line development (Saarinen 
2013, 1).  
This thesis gathers insight on Merivaara's production system Lean transformation 
process and explains it by utilising both Lean and Kotter's change management 
theories.  
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1.2 Thesis objectives and research questions 
The main objective of this thesis is to provide insight on how a company uses 
Lean production in its transformation process to enhance its operations and what 
kind of results it yields. Also, the thesis explains how Merivaara transformation 
process can be seen through Kotter's 8-step transformation process. In order to do 
so, the author will first explain Lean and change management in theory. 
Furthermore, Merivaara's operations will be examined in detail. As a result of 
combining theory and the case, the thesis provides an answer to the research 
questions. 
This thesis answers to 3 research questions: 
1. How does Merivaara Oy use Lean in its transformation process 
2. What kind of results Merivaara has achieved during its transformation 
process 
3. How can Merivaara's transformation process be seen through Kotter's 8-
step transformation process 
1.3 Limitations 
The author has chosen a case-company, therefore, the thesis focuses on only one 
company and its Lean transformation process. Additionally, the materials related 
to Merivaara's Lean transformation focus only on the production system, 
management and organisational culture. The materials provided to the author are 
limited to Merivaara's interior. Therefore, for example procurement will only be 
discussed when it has an effect on production operations. Also, the materials 
mainly focused on the production of hospital beds, due to the big volume. Other 
products, such as surgery tables were only studied in the materials savings. 
The author will discuss Merivaara's production system, management and 
organisational culture, but will primarily focus on the production system because 
that's where the results are most measurable. 
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The author also has to realise that the Lean transformation of Merivaara is still in 
progress. Therefore, the results presented are from the year 2013 and not final. 
Some limitations are also apparent in the theoretical part. The author will describe 
Lean management very broadly. Different Lean tools and methods are discussed 
only when they are applicable to the case, for example 5S. 
1.4 Theoretical framework 
The theory consists of two parts. The first part is the theory related to Lean, and 
the second part is change management and leadership.  
Several books of Lean have been published throughout the years. To explain Lean 
theory in this thesis, the author has chosen Womack and Jones' book Lean 
thinking published in 2003 and Liker's book Toyota Way, published in 2006. The 
Lean theory clarifies Merivaara's actions in chapter 4. Understanding Lean in 
theory is also crucial in understanding the answers provided to the research 
questions. 
Lean is a management philosophy based on Toyota's production systems (TPS). 
Lean focuses eliminating waste within the organisation. Waste means all those 
activities which require resources but do not add anything of value. Traditionally, 
Lean philosophy lists seven different wastes: transport, inventory, motion, 
waiting, overproduction, over processing and defects. However, later the eighth 
waste was added, called talent. (Liker 2006, 28.) 
Womack and Jones (2003, 15) summarise that Lean gives tools and methods how 
to make more with less. The aim is to get closer to the customer and respond to 
demand more effectively.   
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FIGURE 1. 5 steps of Lean production (Womack & Jones 2003, 10.) 
As can be seen from the figure above, Womack and Jones describe Lean as a 5-
step process. Lean provides 1. a way to specify value, 2. line up value-creating 
actions in the best sequence, 3. conduct these activities without interruption, 4. 
whenever someone requests them, and 5. perform them more and more 
effectively. (Womack & Jones 2003, 15.) 
The second theory part of this thesis is change management and leadership. To 
explain change management and leadership the author has chosen several books 
and publications by John Kotter. Change management and leadership theory is 
used to gain deeper insight on Merivaara's transformation process. Furthermore, 
Kotter's theory is used to answer how Merivaara's transformation can be seen 
through Kotter's model. 
Kotter (1996, 4.) believes that generally, many errors are made when 
organisations try to change. However, some of the errors are more common than 
others. 
 
 
 
1. Specify 
Value
2. Identify the 
Value Stream
3. Flow
4. Pull
5. Perfection
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Table 1. Kotter's 8 reasons why firms fail in transformation (Kotter 1995, 59). 
Kotter's 8 reasons why firms fail in transformation 
Error 1 Allowing too much complacency 
Error 2 Failing to create a sufficiently powerful 
coaling coalition 
Error 3 Underestimating the power of the 
vision 
Error 4 Undercommunicating the vision by a 
factor of 10 (or 100, or even 1000) 
Error 5 Permitting obstacles to block the new 
vision 
Error 6 Failing to create short-term wins 
Error 7 Declaring victory too soon 
Error 8 Neglecting anchor changes firmly in the 
corporate culture 
 
From the table above can be seen Kotter's 8 reasons why firms fail in 
transformation. From these errors, Kotter has drawn a model for a successful 
transformation. 
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Table 2. Kotter's 8-step transformation process (Kotter 1995, 61). 
Kotter's 8-step transformation process 
Goal of the step Name of the step 
Defrosting the hardened status quo Establishing a sense of urgency 
Creating the guiding coalition 
Developing a change vision 
Communicating the change vision 
Introducing new practices Empowering employees for broad-
based action 
Generating short-term wins 
Consolidating gains and producing 
more change 
Grounding changes in the corporate 
culture 
Anchoring new approaches in the 
culture 
 
As can be seen from the table above, Kotter has created a model for 8-step 
transformation process. The first four steps in the transformation process help 
defrost a hardened status quo. If an organisation neglects the defrosting, they 
rarely establish a solid enough base on which to proceed. Phases five to seven 
then introduce many new practices. The last stage grounds the changes in the 
corporate culture and helps make them stick. (Kotter 1996, 23.) 
1.5 Research methods and data collection 
The research methods used in this thesis are qualitative research methods. The 
first and third research questions are clearly of qualitative nature, since the author 
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asks a how question about the topic. Although the second research questionis 
more quantitative nature but the author has seen qualitative research methods to 
be fit to answer the question. 
Qualitative findings grow out of three kinds of data collection: interviews, 
observations and documents (Patton 2002,4). Out of the three kinds of qualitative 
data, two are chosen for this thesis. The two kinds of data are interviews and 
documents. As there is no rule how many people needs to be interviewed in 
qualitative research, only interview will be conducted(Travers 2001, 3). The 
interview was conducted at 9 January 2014 with Mr Antti Ryytty. The thesis was 
made in close co-operation with Merivaara Oy. The author met Merivaara's 
personnel in a 2-week cycle, starting at 8 November 2013.Document analysis 
included studying assessment materials which were created in 2011 provided by 
the case company, Merivaara.  
The data was collected from primary and secondary sources. Primary sources are 
the interview and materials provided by Merivaara. Sources that are used for 
theoretical part, such as literature and articles are considered secondary sources. 
Inductive analysis involves discovering patterns, themes, and categories in one's 
data. Whereas in deductive analysis the data are analysed according to an existing 
framework. (Patton 2002, 453.) Typically, qualitative analysis is inductive in the 
early stages, since the researches has to develop a codebook for content analysis. 
However, once the patterns, themes and categories have been established through 
inductive analysis, the confirmatory stage may be deductive. (Patton 2002, 435.) 
The research approach the author has chosen is deductive research because the 
author has built the theoretical framework around the case and research 
questions,and analyses the data according to the framework. 
Research and evaluation studies including combinations of qualitative and 
quantitative data are common. (Patton 2002, 5). Therefore, qualitative findings 
will be presented in combination with quantitative data. For example, Merivaara's 
results achieved in external delivery performance, supplier delivery performance, 
sickness absenteeism, and productivity will be quantitative data, dealing with 
numbers and data that is measurable. Other data, such as how Merivaara's 
transformation can be seen through Kotter's 8
qualitative data, since it deals with broad descriptions and the data can be 
observed but not
1.6 Thesis structure
The thesis consists of 5 chapters and a summary in chapter 6. 
theoretical part, and chapter 3 is the second theoretical part.
FIGURE 2. Thesis structure.
Chapter 2 introduces the reader to Lean in theor
fundamental once the reader reaches chapter 4 where Lean transformation in 
Merivaara is discussed. Chapter 2 draws the first part of the theoretical framework 
and will be used as a basis once the first research question i
5. 
Chapter 3 introduces the reader to Kotter's change management and leadership 
theory. Kotter's theory is used when it is explain how Merivaara's transformation 
process can be seen through Kotter's theory in chapter 5.
1.
• Introduction
2.
• Lean
3. • Change management and leadership
4
• Case: Merivaara Oy
5
• Conclusion
6 • Summary
-step transformation process is 
 easily measured.  
 
 
 
y. Understanding Lean in theory is 
s answered in chapter 
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Chapter 2 is the first 
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Chapter 4 is the case chapter. The author describes in detail Merivaara's Lean 
transformation process by using the materials provided by Merivaara and 
knowledge gained through chapters 2 and 3.  
Chapter 5 provides a conclusion and author's own findings. The three research 
questions will be provided with an answer in Chapter 5. Additionally, the author 
will discuss reliability and validity of the thesis and suggestions for future 
research. Chapter 6 summarises the thesis. 
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2 LEAN 
The following chapter is the first theory part of the thesis. In the following chapter 
the author defines Lean philosophy and the essential Lean terminology. The goal 
is to assist the reader to generally understand Lean and clarify the actions in 
chapter 4. Understanding Lean in theory is also crucial for comprehending the 
answers to the research questions provided in chapter 5. 
Lean is a management philosophy based on Toyota's production systems (TPS). 
Lean focuses on eliminating waste within the organisation. Waste means all those 
activities which require resources but do not add anything of value. Traditionally, 
Lean philosophy lists seven different wastes: transport, inventory, motion, 
waiting, overproduction, over processing and defects. However, later the eighth 
waste was added, called talent. (Liker 2006, 28.) 
Several research studies have shown that Lean manufacturing produces higher 
levels of quality and productivity and better customer responsiveness (Motwani 
2003, 1).  
Womack and Jones (2003, 15) summarise that Lean gives tools and methods how 
to make more with less. The aim is to get closer to the customer and respond to 
demand more effectively 
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FIGURE 1. 5 steps of Lean production (Womack & Jones 2003, 
10.) 
Womack and Jones define Lean production as a 5-step process, 
as seen in Figure 1. The author will now describe each step of 
the process in more detail. 
Specify value. Lean organisation has to think about the value of a product or 
service from the customer's viewpoint, not from the organisation's. Defining of the 
value is only accurate when it is defined for a certain product which satisfies the 
customer's need for a certain price in a certain time, therefore dialogue with 
specific customers is needed. The way to do this is to ignore existing assets and 
technologies and to rethink firms on a product-line basis with strong, dedicated 
production teams. Specifying value accurately is the first step in Lean thinking. 
Providing the wrong good or service the right way is waste. (Womack & Jones 
2003, 16.) 
Identify the value stream. Identifying the entire value stream for each product 
almost always exposes enormous amounts of waste. The value stream is the set of 
all the specific actions required to bring a specific product through the three 
critical management tasks of any business:  
1. Specify 
Value
2. Identify the 
Value Stream
3. Flow
4. Pull
5. Perfection
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1) The problem-solving task running from concept 
through detailed design and engineering to 
production launch 
2) The information management task running from 
order taking through detailed scheduling to 
delivery 
3) Physical transformation task proceeding from 
raw materials to finished product in the hands of 
the customer. (Womack & Jones 2003, 19.) 
The value stream analysis usually shows that three types of actions are occurring 
along the value stream:  
1) Many steps will be found to unequivocally create 
value 
2) Many other steps will be found to create no value 
but to be unavoidable with current technologies 
and production assets. This type of waste is called 
"type one waste" 
3) Many additional steps will be found to create no 
value at all and to be immediately avoidable. This 
type of waste is called "type two waste" 
(Womack & Jones 2003, 20.) 
 
Flow. When the value and the value stream of a product or service are defined in 
detail, the organisation has to focus on how the product can flow through the 
value-adding process without interruptions. Instead of a traditional batch-and-
queue production process, the goal is to create a flowing, continuous production 
process in order to eliminate the waste. (Womack & Jones 2003, 21.) 
Pull. The goal of a Lean organisation is to create a production system where 
products are produced according to the customer need. The Lean organisation 
should let the customer pull the product from the organisation, rather than pushing 
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products onto the customer. Thus, the company eliminates wastes, such as 
inventories and over-production. (Womack & Jones 2003, 24.) 
Perfection. Once the first four steps of the Lean process are completed, it dawns 
to those involved that there is no end to the process of reducing effort, time, space, 
cost, and mistakes while offering a product which is ever closer to what the 
customer actually wants. Thus, in the last step of the process the organisation 
starts thriving for continuous improvement, which means eliminating all the waste 
continuously.(Womack & Jones 2003, 25.) 
2.1 Waste 
Lean focuses on eliminating waste within the organisation. Waste means all those 
activities which require resources but do not add anything of value. (Womack & 
Jones 2003, 15.) Understanding the concept of waste is important in 
understanding Lean because eliminating waste is crucial for any transformation to 
take place. For example, if problems and inefficiencies are not solved, the process 
will be interrupted, hence establishing flow production is impossible. (Liker 2006, 
88.) 
 
  
FIGURE 3. 8 Wastes. 
Transport
Inventory
Motion
Waiting
Overproduction
Over Processing
Defects
Talent
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As can be seen from the figure above, Lean philosophy lists seven different 
wastes: transport, inventory, motion, waiting, overproduction, over processing and 
defects. However, later the eighth waste was added, called talent. (Liker 2006, 
28.) The author will now discuss each of the wastes in more detail. 
Transport. The transportation of an unfinished product for long distances, the 
creation of ineffective transportation, or shuffling of materials, parts or finished 
goods from one inventory or a process to another. (Liker 2006, 29.) 
Inventory. Too many raw materials, unfinished products, or finished goods, which 
cause longer lead-times, obsolescence, damaged goods, transportation and 
inventory costs and delay. (Liker 2006, 29.) 
Motion. All the unnecessary movement by the employees that is needed during the 
work. Includes searching, stacking and reaching out for parts, tools, etc. (Liker 
2006, 29.) 
Waiting. The employees only have to follow automated machinery or stand 
around waiting for the next process step, tool, delivery, component, etc. or if they 
do not simply have anything to do due to inventory shortage, process delay, 
turning of the equipment, or capacity bottlenecks.(Liker 2006, 28.) 
Overproduction. The production of unordered parts, which causes recruiting 
redundant personnel and transportation and inventory costs due to excessive 
inventories. (Liker 2006, 28.) 
Over processing. Executing unnecessary phases in the handling of parts. 
Ineffective handling due to a lousy tool or product design, which causes 
unnecessary movement and defects in the product. When one produces a product 
that is of higher quality than needed, waste is created. (Liker 2006, 29.) 
Defects. The production or repairing of defective products. Repairing or 
reworking, throwing away, producing of a supplementary part and checking mean 
unnecessary handling, wasted time, and wasted work. (Liker 2006, 29.) 
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Talent.Wasting time, ideas, skills, enhancements and learning possibilities when 
employees are not committed or listened to. (Liker 2006, 29.) 
2.2 5S workplace organisation method 
5S is a Japanese method used in organising and standardising workplaces. The 5S 
means five terms beginning with S utilised to create a workplace suited for visual 
control and Lean production. (Womack & Jones 2003, 348.) 
FIGURE 4.The five steps of 5S 
The five Ss are: 
1. Separate -Go through the needed tools, parts, and instructions from 
unneeded materials and remove the latter 
2. Setting in order - arrange and identify parts and tools for ease of use 
3. Shining - conduct a cleanup campaign 
4. Standardise - conduct the first three Ss at frequent intervals to maintain a 
workplace in perfect condition 
5. Sustain - form a habit of always following the first four Ss (Womack & 
Jones 2003, 348.)  
In mass production, without utilising the 5S many of the wastes will pile up and 
hide problems while they become an acknowledged way of working. (Liker 2006, 
150).  
Unfortunately, some firms confuse 5S with Lean production (Liker 2006, 151). 
The exact number of Ss is less important than the idea that eliminating waste and 
Separate
Setting in 
order
Shining Standardise Sustain
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creating value requires a systematic approach and endless attention to detail. 
(Womack & Jones 2003, 361.) 
2.3 Lean transformation 
Many organisations are not able to transform themselves to Lean production 
organisations (Nordin, Deros, Wahab & Rahman 2011, 862).  
Traditionally, studies develop Lean implementation models focusing on technical 
elements of the implementation. However, many of the studies of Leanproduction 
implementation or transformation are not explicitly framing the relationship 
between organisational change management issues and Leanproduction 
implementation. (Nordin, Deros, Wahab & Rahman 2011, 862). 
The implementation of changeis very crucial in Lean production.The 
implementation of change must be aligned with the operational issues, so that 
people in the organisation can understand how they will affect and what must be 
done to address challenges in the organisation. The ability to quantify the effort 
and progress towards Lean should enable more successful and longer lasting 
change. (Nordin, Deros, Wahab & Rahman 2011, 862.)  
Management support plays a strong role in Leanproduction 
implementation(Worley & Doolen 2006, 242). Management failures often share 
some common characteristics. If the employees are not provided with enough 
information why Leanproduction is needed, failure is probable. Employees also 
need resources such as time and materials in order to successfully participate into 
the effort. Moreover, employees need to see the results, or disillusionment may 
occur.(Worley & Doolen 2006, 239.) 
For the transformation towards Lean system, people should have a better 
understanding about Lean and also need to be aware about change management 
principles. For successful organisational change towards Lean organisation, the 
critical factors are strong leadership, capable team, and effective communication. 
Failure in recognising the required organisational change factors to be adapted in 
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Lean transition may hinder the long-term benefits of the company. (Nordin, 
Deros, Wahab & Rahman 2011, 862.) 
Organisational change in general should be seen as a dynamic process. Lean 
production is regarded as intended direction, rather than a steady state. Lean does 
not answer to a specific problem rather it deals with all the problems in the 
organisation. (Nordin, Deros, Wahab & Rahman 2011, 863.) 
The chapter 2 discussed Lean and Lean transformation in general. In chapter 3, 
the author explains organisational change, by using Kotter's theory in change 
management and leadership. 
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3 CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP 
The following chapter consists of the second theory part of the thesis. The goal is 
to move from the problem towards the solution. In the first sub-chapter, 3.1, the 
author lists 8 reasons why firms fail in transformation. In the second sub-chapter, 
3.2, the author provides the reader with an 8-step transformation process.  
The author and professor John Kotter has proven that 70% of all major change 
efforts in organisations fail (Kotter International, 2014a). 
To date, major change efforts have helped some organisations adapt significantly 
to shifting conditions, have improved the competitive standing of others, and have 
positioned a few for a better future. However, in too many situations the 
improvements have been disappointing. (Kotter 1996, 3.) 
The errors are not inevitable. With awareness and skill, they can be avoided or at 
least greatly mitigated. The key lies in understanding why organisations resist 
needed change, what exactly is the multistage process that can overcome 
destructive inertia, and how the leadership that is required to drive that process in 
a socially healthy way means more than good management. (Kotter 1996, 16.) 
3.1 8 reasons why firms fail in transformation 
Generally, many errors are made when organisations try to change. However, 
some of the errors are more common than others. (Kotter, 1996, 4.) 
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Table 1. Kotter's 8 reasons why firms fail in transformation (Kotter 1995, 59). 
Kotter's 8 reasons why firms fail in transformation 
Error 1 Allowing too much complacency 
Error 2 Failing to create a sufficiently powerful 
coaling coalition 
Error 3 Underestimating the power of the 
vision 
Error 4 Undercommunicating the vision by a 
factor of 10 (or 100, or even 1000) 
Error 5 Permitting obstacles to block the new 
vision 
Error 6 Failing to create short-term wins 
Error 7 Declaring victory too soon 
Error 8 Neglecting anchor changes firmly in the 
corporate culture 
 
Kotter has made a list of 8 errors that firms failing in change generally do, as can 
be seen in the table above. The author will now discuss all the 8 errors in detail. 
Error 1: Allowing too much complacency. By far the biggest mistake people make 
when trying to change organisations is to rush ahead without establishing a high 
enough sense of urgency in fellow managers and employees. People do not simply 
feel the need for change. This error is fatal because transformations always fail to 
achieve their objectives when complacency levers are high. (Kotter 1996, 4.) 
Error 2: Failing to create a sufficiently powerful guiding coalition. Major change 
is often said to be impossible unless the head of the organisation is an active 
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supporter. Individuals alone never have all the assets needed to overcome tradition 
and inertia, except in very small organisations. Therefore, In successful 
transformations, the head of the organisation and another five, fifteen or fifty 
people committed to improve performance work as a team. In the most successful 
cases, the coalition is always powerful - in terms of formal titles, information and 
expertise, reputations and relationships, and the capacity for leadership. Failure 
here is usually related with underestimating the difficulties in producing change 
and thus the importance of a strong guiding coalition. Even when complacency is 
relatively low, firms with little history of transformation or teamwork often 
undervalue the need for such a team or assume that it can be led by a staff 
executive from resources, quality, or strategic planning instead of a key line 
manager. No matter how capable or dedicatedthe staff head, guiding coalitions 
without strong line leadership never seem to achieve the power that is required to 
overcome massive sources of inertia. (Kotter 1996, 6.) 
Error 3: Underestimating the power of vision.Urgency and a strong guiding team 
are mandatory but inadequate conditions for major change.Of the remaining 
elements that are always found in successful transformations, the most important 
is sensible vision. Without an appropriate vision, the transformation can easily 
lead to a list of confusing and time-consuming projects heading into wrong 
direction, or nowhere at all. In unsuccessful transformation efforts, management 
sometimes does have a sense of direction, but it is too complicated or vague to be 
useful. Whenever the vision driving a change initiative cannot be described in five 
minutes or less and get a reaction that signifies both understanding and interest, 
trouble ensues. (Kotter 1996, 8.) 
Error 4: Undercommunicating the vision by a factor of 10 (or 100 or even 1000). 
People are not willing to make sacrifices if they do not think that they benefit 
from the changes and if they won't believe that transformation is possible. (Kotter 
1996, 9.) 
Three patterns of ineffective communication are common, all driven by habit 
developed in more stable times. In the first pattern, a group develops a fairly good 
transformation vision and then proceeds to sell it by holding only a few meetings 
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or sending out only a few memos. The members of the group react with 
astonishment when people don't seem to understand the new approach because the 
vision has not been explained in as much detail as needed. In the second pattern, 
the head of the organisation spend a considerable amount of time making 
speeches to employee groups, but most of her managers are virtually silent. Here 
vision captures more of the total yearly communication than in the first case, but 
the volume is still inadequate. in The third pattern, much more effort goes into 
newsletters and speeches, but some highly visible individuals still behave in ways 
that are antithetical to the vision, and the net result is that cynicism among the 
employees increases, while belief in the new message goes down. Nothing 
undermines change more than behaviour by important individuals that is 
inconsistent with the verbal communication. (Kotter 1996, 9.) 
Error 5: Permitting obstacles to block the new vision.New initiatives fail far too 
often when employees feel disempowered by huge obstacles in their paths. 
Whenever smart and well-intentioned people avoid confronting obstacles, they 
disempower employees and undermine change. Sometimes, the obstacles are only 
in people's heads, but in many cases, the obstacles are very real. Occasionally, the 
obstacle can be found in the organisational structure. Narrow job categories might 
degrade efforts to increase productivity or improve customer service. 
Compensation and performance-appraisal systems can put people in a tight spot, 
they might be forced to choose between the new vision and their own self-
interests. Again, perhaps the worst of all are supervisors who refuse to adapt to 
new circumstances and who make demands that are inconsistent with the 
transformation. (Kotter 1996, 10.) 
Error 6: failing to create short-term wins. Complex efforts to change strategies or 
restructure businesses risk losing momentum if there are no short-term goals to 
meet and celebrate. Without short-term wins, too many employees give up or 
actively join the resistance. Most people need compelling evidence within six to 
eighteen months that the transformation is producing expected results. In 
successful transformation, managers actively look for ways to obtain clear 
performance improvements, establish goals in the yearly planning system, achieve 
these objectives, and reward the people involved. Systematic effort to guarantee 
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unambiguous wins within six to eighteen months is much less common in change 
initiatives that fail. (Kotter 1996, 11.) 
When it becomes clear that quality programs or cultural change efforts will take a 
long time, urgency levels usually drop. Therefore, advising people to produce 
short-term wins can be a useful element in a change process because it can help 
keep complacency down and encourage the detailed analytical thinking that can 
usefully clarify or revise transformational visions. (Kotter 1996, 11.) 
Error 7: Declaring victory too soon. After a few years of hard work, people can 
be tempted to declare victory in a major change effort within the first major 
performance improvement. Celebrating a win is fine, however, any suggestion 
that the job is mostly done is generally a terrible mistake.Until changes sink down 
deeply into the culture, which for an entire company can take three to ten years, 
new approaches are fragile and subject to regression.The premature victory 
celebration stops all momentum, and then powerful forces associates with 
tradition take over. (Kotter 1996, 13.) 
Error 8: neglecting to anchor changes firmly in the corporate culture. Until new 
behaviours are rooted in social norms and shared values, they are always subject 
to degradation as soon as the pressures associated with a change effort are 
removed. (Kotter 1996, 14.) 
Two factors are particularly important in anchoring new approaches in an 
organisation's culture. The first is a conscious attempt to show people who 
specific behaviours and attitudes have helped improve performance. When people 
are left on their own to make connections, they can easily create inaccurate links. 
The second is to ensure that the next generation of management really does 
personify the new approach. If promotion criteria are not reshaped, 
transformations rarely last. One bad succession decision at the top of a 
organisation can undermine a decade of hard work. Basically, smart people miss 
the mark here when they are insensitive to cultural issues. (Kotter 1996, 15.) 
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3.2 8-step transformation process 
The most general lesson to be learned from the more successful cases is that the 
change process requires a considerable length of time. (Kotter 1995, 1.) The 
change effort often take even longer than expected and or desired. (Kotter & 
Schelsinger 2008, 1.) 
The methods used in successful transformations are all based on one fundamental 
insight: that major changes will not happen easily for a long list of reasons. To be 
effective, a method designed to alter strategies, reengineer processes, or improve 
quality must address these barriers and address them well. (Kotter 1996, 20.) 
The process has eight stages, each of which is associated with one of the eight 
fundamental errors that undermine transformation efforts. (Kotter 1996, 20.) 
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Table 2. Kotter's 8-step transformation process (Kotter 1995, 61). 
Kotter's 8-step transformation process 
Goal of the step Name of the step 
Defrosting the hardened status quo Establishing a sense of urgency 
Creating the guiding coalition 
Developing a change vision 
Communicating the change vision 
Introducing new practices Empowering employees for broad-
based action 
Generating short-term wins 
Consolidating gains and producing 
more change 
Grounding changes in the corporate 
culture 
Anchoring new approaches in the 
culture 
 
 Without the follow-through that takes place in step 8, an organisation will never 
get to the finish line and make the changes permanent. If it appears that a single 
decision will produce most of the needed change, people often try to transform 
organisations by undertaking only steps 5, 6, and 7. Or they race through steps 
without ever finishing the job. (Kotter 1996, 23.) The author will now discuss 
each of the 8 steps in detail. 
Step 1: Establishing a Sense of Urgency 
Close to 50% of the companies that fail to make needed changes make their 
mistake at the very beginning. It is important for the leader to determine the state 
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of the organisation. Complacency can occur at any market position. Complacency 
is almost always the product of success or perceived success (Kotter 2008, 20). 
It's a state where people fail to understand that action must be taken. Sometimes 
false sense of urgency is created, meaning people are working hard but their 
actions do not help the organisation achieve its primary goals. This leads to 
unproductive results. When the sense of true urgency is created, people are 
motivated and focused on making real progress every day. (Kotter International 
2014b.) 
Change initiatives that are only theoretically compelling are usually guaranteed to 
fail because they appeal to people's head and not their hearts. Whereas in 
successful change initiatives the leaders connect the deepest values of their people 
and inspire them into greatness.(Kotter International 2014b.) 
Regardless of how the process is started or by whom, most firms find it difficult to 
make much progress in phases 2-4 of a major change effort unless most managers 
honestly believe that the status quo is unacceptable . Sustaining a transformation 
effort in stages 7 and 8 demands an even greater commitment. A majority of 
employees, perhaps 75 percent of management overall, and virtually all of the top 
executives need to believe that considerable change is absolutely essential. (Kotter 
1996, 48.) 
Step 2: Creating the guiding coalition 
Putting together the right coalition of people to lead a change initiative is critical 
to its success. That coalition must have the right composition, a significant level 
of trust, and a shared objective. (Kotter International 2014c.) 
It is essential that the team develop a level of trust in one another. This is the glue 
that makes the team function well. This typically occurs in an off-site with 
carefully facilitated activities that allows for team members to make connections 
between both hearts and minds.(Kotter International 2014.c) 
 
Constructing the right team and then combining a level of trust with a shared goal 
in which the team believes can result in a guiding coalition that has the capacity to 
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make needed change happen despite all of the forces of inertia. (Kotter 
International 2014c.) 
Four key characteristics seem to be essential to effective guiding coalitions: 
1. Position power: Enough key players so that those left out 
cannot block progress. 
2. Expertise: All relevant points of view should be represented 
so that informed intelligent decisions can be made. 
3. Credibility: The group should be seen and respected by 
those in the organisation so that the group's verdicts will be 
taken seriously by other employees.  
4. Leadership: The group should have enough leaders to be 
able to drive the change process. (Kotter International 
2014c.) 
Step 3: Developing a Change Vision 
 In a change process, a good and clear vision serves three important purposes. 
First, it simplifies hundreds of more detailed decisions. Second, it motivates 
people to take action in the right direction even if the first steps are painful. Third, 
it helps to coordinate the actions of different people in a remarkably fast and 
efficient way. A clear and powerful vision will do far more than an authoritarian 
decree or micromanagement can ever hope to accomplish. (Kotter International 
2014d.) 
Usually vision is part of a larger system that includes strategies, plans and 
budgets.The vision is the glue that holds these things together and makes sense for 
the mind and the heart. A good vision can demand sacrifices in order to create a 
better future for all of the enterprise’s stakeholders.(Kotter International 2014d.) 
The vision has to be strategically feasible. An effective vision takes into account 
the current realities of the organisation while also setting forth ambitious goals. 
(Kotter International 2014d.) 
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A vision must provide real guidance. It must be focused, flexible and easy to 
communicate. It must both inspire action and guide that action. It should be a 
touchstone for making relevant decisions, but not be so constricting as to reduce 
the possibility of empowering action. Finally, it must be communicable. If it 
cannot be explained quickly in a way that makes intuitive sense, it becomes 
useless. (Kotter International 2014d.) 
Effective visionshave six key characteristics: 
1. Imaginable: Conveys a picture of what the future will look like 
2. Desirable: Appeals to the long-term interest of those who have a 
stake in the enterprise. 
3. Feasible: Contains realistic and attainable goals. 
4. Focused: Is clear enough to provide guidance in decision making. 
5. Flexible: Allows individual initiative and alternative responses in 
light of changing conditions. 
6. Communicable: Is easy to communicate; can be successfully 
explained within life minutes. (Kotter International 2014d.) 
Step 4: Communicating the change vision 
Managers undercommunicate. To be effective, the vision must be communicated 
in hour-by-hour activities. Undercommunicating and sending inconsistent 
messages share the same result: a stalled transformation. (Kotter International 
2014e.) 
The vision should be: 
1. Simple: Fewer words are better. 
2. Vivid: A verbal picture is worth a thousand words – use metaphor, 
analogy, and example. 
3. Repeatable: Ideas should be able to be spread by anyone to anyone. 
4. Invitational: Two-way communication is always more powerful 
than one-way communication. (Kotter International 2014e.) 
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Even more important than what is said is what is done. Nothing undermines a 
communication program more quickly than inconsistent actions by leadership. 
Nothing speaks as powerfully as someone who is backing up their words with 
behaviour. When an entire team of senior management starts behaving differently 
and embodies the change they want to see, it sends a powerful message to the 
entire organisation. These actions increase motivation, inspire confidence and 
decrease cynicism. (Kotter International 2014e.) 
Step 5: Empowering employees for broad-based action 
Major internal transformation rarely happens unless many people assist. However, 
employees generally won't help, or can't help, if they feel powerless. (Kotter 1996, 
102.) 
Four particularly important barriers blocking empowerment are: 
1. Structures: formal structures make it difficult to act 
2. Skills: a lack of needed skills undermines action 
3. Systems: personnel and information system make it difficult to act 
4. Supervisors: Bosses discourage actions aimed at implementing the 
new vision (Kotter 1996, 102.) 
Therefore, with the right structure, training, systems and supervisors an 
organisation can tap an enormous source of power to improve organisational 
performance. The structures should be made compatible with the vision, the 
employees should be provided with the needed training, the systems should be 
aligned to the vision, and the supervisors that undercut needed change should be 
confronted. (Kotter 1996, 115.) 
Step 6: Generating short-term wins 
For leaders in the middle of a long-term change effort, short-term wins are 
essential. Running a change effort without attention to short-term performance is 
extremely risky. Research shows that companies that experience significant short-
term wins by fourteen and twenty-six months after the change initiative begins are 
much more likely to complete the transformation.(Kotter International 2014f.) 
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A good short-term win has at least these three characteristics: 
1. It's visible; large numbers of people can see for themselves whether 
the result is real or just hype. 
2. It's unambiguous; there can be little argument over the decisions. 
3. It's clearly related to the change effort. 
Short-term performance improvements help transformation in at least six ways: 
1. Provide evidence that sacrifices are worth it: helps to justify the 
short-term costs involved. 
2. Reward change agents: positive feedback builds morale and 
motivation. 
3. Help fine-tune vision and strategies: short-term wins provide 
concrete data on the viability of ideas. 
4. Undermine cynics and self-serving resisters: clear improvements in 
performance make it difficult for people to block needed change. 
5. Keep bosses on board: provides those higher in the hierarchy with 
the evidence that the transformation is on track. 
6. Build momentum: turns neutrals into supporters, reluctant 
supporters into active helpers, etc. (Kotter 1996, 123.) 
Step7: Consolidating gains and producing more change 
At the seventh step the organisation should focus on increasing change which is 
enabled by the credibility afforded by short-term wins. Additional people are 
brought in and developed to help with all the changes. The role of senior 
management is to maintain clear and shared purpose for the overall effort and 
keeping urgency levels up. Management at the lower levels focuses on specific 
projects. In order to ease the change, managers must identify and eliminate 
unnecessary interdependencies. (Kotter 1996, 143.) 
The seventh step can become a decade-long process because in highly 
interdependent systems almost everything has to be changed. (Kotter 1996, 143.) 
Step 8: Anchoring new approaches in the culture 
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Culture in an organisation consists of two parts: shared values and group 
behaviour norms. Shared values are those important concerns and goals that are 
shared by most of the people in a group. Shared values often persist over time 
even with changes in group memberships, therefore, they are basically invisible 
and hard to change. Group behaviour norms are common ways of acting that 
persist because group members tend to behave in ways they are taught. (Kotter & 
Heskett 1992, 4.) 
Cultural is composed of norms of behaviour and shared values. These social 
forces are very strong, therefore, cultural change comes last. Tradition is a 
powerful force. Therefore, it takes the majority of the organisation to embrace the 
new culture for there to be any chance of success in the long term. (Kotter 
International 2014g.) 
It is vital, that the new approaches are vastly superior to old approaches because 
that is the only way to make them sink. The success has to be well communicated, 
otherwise people might be reluctant to admit the validity of new practices. 
Sometimes the only way to change a culture is to change people. In order to 
reinforce the change, the promotion processes, incentives, and rewards must be 
compatible with the new norms. If the incentives are not in line with the new 
norms, the old culture will reassert itself. (Kotter 1996, 157.) 
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4 CASE: MERIVAARA OY 
4.1 Company introduction 
Merivaara was founded in 1901, first under the name "Helsingin Uusi 
Rautasänkytehdas, Polsa & Sjöstedt". The name was later changed after the 
second Juho Merivaara (formerly Sjöstedt). The first products were iron beds for 
household and hospital usage. The first operating table was produced in 1910. 
Instrumentarium Ltd owned the company for the first decade. However, today 
Merivaara is a privately owned company focusing on designing, manufacturing, 
and marketing of hospital-grade furnishing and systems for health care providers 
in more than 120 countries. (Merivaara Oy, 2013) 
Merivaara employs about 140 people in four countries. Headquarters with R&D, 
production, sales, marketing, and after-sales functions is located in Lahti. 
Subsidiaries in Norway (Merivaara A/S) and Sweden (Merivaara AB) and a sales 
organisation in Russia. Additionally, Merivaara's products are sold in more 
than120 countries by distributors around the world. (Merivaara Oy, 2013) 
 
FIGURE 5. The development of Merivaara's Revenue 2010-2012 
(Taloussanomat.fi, 2014). 
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As can be seen from the figure above, there has been some changes in the 
development of Merivaara's revenue 2010-2012. Between years 2010-2012 the 
revenue grew 9.8% and between 2011-2012 1.6%. 
4.2 Research implementation and schedule 
The research will be implemented by using materials provided by Merivaara about 
Merivaara's external production assessment. The author will also be meeting 
Merivaara's director of operations Mr. Antti Ryytty every 2 weeks starting at 8 
November 2013. An open-ended,semi-structured interview will be conducted 
regarding the change process by using Kotter's 8-step transformation process as a 
structure for the interview. The interviewee will be Mr Ryytty.  
The following table will demonstrate the time-line of the research and the agenda 
of each meeting. 
TABLE 3. Research time-line and agenda. 
Date Agenda 
8.11.2013 The first meeting. Going through the 
basics and introducing Merivaara's 
Materials 
22.11.2013 Introducing the proposed structure 
5.12.2013 Introducing Lean and Change 
management theories 
20.12.2013 The theory is complete. Going through 
Merivaara's transformation in detail. 
9.1.2014 Interviewing Mr. Ryytty regarding the 
change process as seen by Kotter 
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The research will be done in close co-operation with Mr. Ryytty, since he has 
experience from previous researches related to Merivaara and he has a high level 
of expertise regarding Merivaara's operations and Lean management. 
4.3 Merivaara's Lean transformation process 
A 4-day external assessment of Merivaara's production was carried out during 24 
February 2011 - 1 March 2011 by an external consultant.The assessment had three 
main goals. The first goal was to identify the strengths and weaknesses in 
production. The second goal was to grossly define the economic improvement 
potential. The third goal was to define those actions that were most important for 
improvement and the transitionary path that leads to it. (Ryytty 2011.) 
The assessment was limited to Merivaara's interior. For example procurement was 
only discussed when it had an effect to production operations. The observations of 
the production was focused on the manufacturing of hospital beds because that is 
where the volume is the biggest. The manufacturing of hospital beds accounted to 
38% of total production. However, in the materials savings surgery tables were 
also studied. (Ryytty 2011.) 
The assessment was conducted in close co-operation with Merivaara's personnel, 
aiming to benefit the management in developing the production. In order to 
ascertain the validity, the findings were discussed with Merivaara's key 
personnel.(Ryytty 2011.) 
The methods used in the assessment were: on the spot observation of the 
production, interviews and data analysis. The assessment had three sections. The 
first section was technical and economical assessment of the production practices. 
The first section included for example the assessment of value streams, 
inventories and productivity. The second section was the assessment of the 
management system. It included for example performance management and 
organisational structure. The third section was identifying the expertise and 
organisational culture, including the ways of thinking harmful to transformation 
on different organisational levels and the expertise on different organisational 
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levels. (Ryytty 2011.)
 
FIGURE 6. Merivaara's 4-step Lean transformation process 
As can be seen from the figure above, the Lean transformation process model 
used in Merivaara has 4-steps. The model Merivaara uses is somewhat different 
from Womack and Jones' 5-step of Lean production. Merivaara's model assumes, 
that company has already specified value and identified the value stream, which 
are the 2 first steps of Womack and Jones' model. In the case the Merivaara, the 
value streams were identified in the second section of the external assessment. In 
the first step, stabilise, the company focuses on stabilising its actions. For example 
at Merivaara the productivity fluctuates vigorously from one weekday to another 
due to various reasons, and it needs stabilisation. In the second step, flow, the 
company focuses on continuous, flowing production. At Merivaara the materials 
are bound for several weeks, the goal is for the materials to be bound for only a 
minuscule time. In the third step, takt, the company aims to balance the 
production according to the pace of customer demand (takt time).Each production 
phase will be adjusted to the takt time and therefore production can respond better 
to customer demand while minimising waste. In the last step, pull, the 
organisation creates a production system where products are producing according 
to customer need, to eliminate over-production and inventories. (Ryytty 2011.) 
Stabilise Flow Takt Pull
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FIGURE 7.Three parts of the production system 
The production system consists of three sections: technical system, management, 
and expertise and organisational culture. The technical system focuses on 
organising and using machinery and resources so that waste and fluctuation are 
minimised, and so that the flexibility of the value stream is maximised. The 
managementshould have a systematic structure, and the way how the technical 
system is managed should enable continuous improvement. The organisational 
culture and expertise should support continuous pursuit of customer satisfaction. 
For the change to be successful, each of the three sections needs to be in order. If 
one section is lacking, failure to transform is imminent. (Ryytty 2011.) 
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4.4 Production system 
The first impression of the factory was that the production premises and the 
inventories were in disarray (Ryytty 2011). Disarray often causes waste, such as 
motion and waiting. (Liker 2006, 29). According to observations the workstations 
were in disarray and were not standardised, tools were poorly managed and 
unfinished goods were laying in the ground in different places. The marked spots 
were not abided, materials were in the aisles and in front of the shelves. The 
conclusions were:  
• Disarray causes searching of materials and tools 
• Lack of standardisation leads to poor productivity 
• The employees were not accustomed to disciplined operation 
• Systematic enhancements of operations had not been done 
• The production was not managed firmly. (Ryytty 2011.) 
The second impression was that the majority of the factory consisted of inventory. 
(Ryytty 2011). Unnecessarily big inventories are waste, therefore they should be 
eliminated (Liker 2006, 29). There was a lot of storage space within and outside 
the production premises. Also the majority of the area of production units were 
inventories. Unfinished goods were also stored in-between production units. The 
conclusions were: 
• The lead-times were long 
• Processes did not work seamlessly,the production was not flowing 
• Sufficiency of materials was a challenge 
• Working capital ratio was high 
• A possibility to free capital and space by reducing inventories 
exists. (Ryytty 2011.) 
The third impression was that the workload of the employees seemed low. Out of 
55 observations only 9 were assembly work. Therefore, only 16,4% of the 
observations was value-adding work. The rest 83,6% were type 1 or type 2 waste. 
The low amount of assembly work was most likely caused by the low workload at 
the end of the week. The conclusions were that there is improvement potential in 
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the productivity and that the job planning did not ensure stable workload for the 
whole week. (Ryytty 2011.) 
The improvement potential in assembly work was estimated to be at least 20% 
with relatively simple proceedings. A plenty of movement and over processing 
waste was identified that can be solved through simple problem-solving and 5S 
implementation within work teams. (Ryytty 2011.) 
 
PICTURE. 1 Spare part and tool shelf before 5S 
As can be seen above, the shelf is messy and in disarray. This causes waste, such 
as motion and waiting, because the employees need to search for spare parts and 
tools. (Ryytty 2011.) 
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PICTURE 2. Spare part and tool shelf after 5S. 
After the 5S implementation the shelf is clean and in order. The places for each 
tool and spare part have now been standardised and marked. Thus, the waste is 
eliminated. (Ryytty 2011.) 
According to the assessment, Mondays and Thursdays were the busiest days. An 
improvement potential of approximately 25% would be possible if the 
performance levels between workdays could be stabilised. Possible improvement 
proceedings would be: monitoring and planning the production on a daily basis 
and ensuring a sufficient workload each week. (Ryytty 2011.) 
Intense fluctuations were also seen in the bed production from one pay period to 
another. A 20% improvement potential could be achieved by stabilising the levels 
of performance. Three proposals for improvement were suggested. The first 
proposal was increasing flexibility by using temporal workforce or by 
implementing a time ban
firmer production control. The third proposal was moderating demand in
pay periods by using production planning.
million euro a year, improvement potential
productivity. (Ryytty 2011.)
In average, the working capital in 2010 was 7.6 million euro. The inventory 
turnover was 2.4. Th
variation was mostly seen in December where the
6.4 million euro
An external benchmark comparison suggests 60
inventories. In the upper qu
quartile the inventory turnover 
the inventories were reduced by 60
in equity. (Ryytty 2011.)
FIGURE 8. Production control before Lean (Ryytty 2011).
The state in 2011 was based on 4
started 3-4 weeks before the delivery. The benef
were seen in the production and 
king system for working hours.The second proposal was 
 All in all, an approximate 45%, or 0.8 
 was found regarding labour 
 
e equity was mostly committed to materials. The monthly 
 working capital was the lowest, 
. (Ryytty 2011.) 
-70% reduction potential in the 
artile the inventory turnover was
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FIGURE 9. Ideal production 
The ideal state is flow production. The production will be started as late as 
possible. The assembly will be streamed. The availability of materials will be 
done systematically. The benefits are: 
have a smaller effe
ordered according to the need.The effect on work in process 
75%, or about 0.7 million euro. 
The conditions for flow production are:
• Sufficient capacity
• Sufficiently re
• Stabile process
• Reliable material deliveries
The biggest problem was with the material deliveries because the reliability of 
deliveries was only 86%. The 4 main reasons for material shortages were:
• Late delivery
• Material def
• Incorrect order point
• Error in 
(Ryytty 2011.)
- after Lean (Ryytty 2011). 
small working capital,
ct, and materials with delivery time under 3 weeks can be 
(Ryytty 2011.) 
 
 
liable machinery 
 
 (Ryytty 2011.) 
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product structure in Enterprise Resource Planning System.
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FIGURE 10. Material shortages. 
Out of material shortages, estimated 23% were because the delivery was late, 16% 
were because of material defects, 15% because of incorrect order point,and 12% 
because there was an error in product structure in the Enterprise Resource 
Planning system. So 66% or 2/3 of material shortages were caused by 4 most 
common reasons. 4 main reasons had to be prioritised in order to reduce material 
deficiencies. (Ryytty 2011.) 
In material costs there was estimated to be a saving potential of about 1.3 million 
euro. 0.8 million euro in beds and 0.5 million in others. In beds there was about 
20% to save. For example by subcontracting the bed frames in the Baltics as 
modules would save about 30%. Other savings were related to tendering and 
optimisation. (Ryytty 2011.) 
4.5 Management 
The issue with the organisational model in 2011 was that it did not enable the 
efficient support and management of the employees since foremen were virtually 
non-existent. (Ryytty 2011.) 
The director of operations had 5 subordinates: 2 purchasing managers, 
manufacturing manager, development manager, and quality manager. The ratio 
23%
16%
15%
12%
34%
Material Shortages
Delivery was late
Material defects
Incorrect order point
Error in product structure
Other
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was 1:5, while the goal was to have a ratio of 1:7-10. The director of operations 
could take more subordinates, for example the foremen of production. (Ryytty 
2011.) 
The manufacturing manager had approximately 40 subordinates, making the ratio 
1:40. The goal ratio would be 1:10-15. A level of foremen or team leaders was 
needed in-between the manufacturing manager and the employees. (Ryytty 2011.) 
The foreman of dispatch department had 5 employees, making the ratio 1:5. The 
goal ratio would be 1:10-15. The solution could be integrating the dispatch 
department into a bigger entity in order to achieve optimal team size. (Ryytty 
2011.) 
The management system of Merivaara was lacking clear numeral goals given 
from above the hierarchy. The management and leadership should reach from top 
to bottom level. The needed changes should be defined in the corporate strategy 
and taken to every organisational level. (Ryytty 2011.) 
There were also no signs of continuous improvement that could be measured. 
Development activities were not based on any systematic indicator and no root-
cause analysis was used. The development was mostly based on uncoordinated 
projects. (Ryytty 2011.) 
4.6 Organisational culture and expertise 
Certain dominant ways of thinking that needed change were identified in order to 
achieve continuous improvement. (Ryytty 2011.) 
People were not used to change, complacency was high. Certain managers had 
informed that the earlier management had not wanted to make any actions 
regarding improvement. One manager claimed that the people in production 
believe that nothing is going to happen. One employee even believed that there is 
nothing to improve in the processes. The consequences were clear: it was hard for 
any transformation to take place and a transformation project would take a lot of 
energy. (Ryytty 2011.) 
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Disciplined action was not seen as important. Managers had informed that 
obeying the rules was unsuccessful all around within the organisation. One notion 
was that sellers were selling products under the delivery time that was agreed 
upon. The development of the production required disciplined actions from all 
sides. Getting used to disciplined operations might even require personnel 
changes. (Ryytty 2011.) 
The problems were only solved when they were encountered. According to 
observations, systematic problem-solving that would remove and prevent 
problems, did not exist. (Ryytty 2011.) 
4.7 Results achieved 
By 2014 the company has achieved some results in external delivery performance, 
supplier delivery performance, sickness absenteeism and productivity. Also, 
Merivaara is moving towards the next step in their 4-step Lean transformation 
process. 
 
FIGURE 11. Merivaara's 4-step Lean transformation process, current state in 
2014. 
As can be seen from the figure above, during 2014, the company will move to the 
next step in process – flow. The first actions in this phase will be: 
• Redesigning the products to increase modularity (“mass customisation”) 
• Implementing daily scheduling as opposed to current weekly scheduling 
• Synchronising bed and accessory manufacturing 
Stabilise Flow Takt Pull
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By 2013, the company has been focusing on stabilising the process and achieved 
some progress: 
TABLE 4. Results 2011-2013 (Ryytty 2014). 
 2011 2013 Change 
Delivery performance, 
external OTIF (On-
Time-In-Full) 
89% 94% 45% reduction in delayed 
deliveries 
Supplier delivery 
performance 
86% 96% 70% reduction in delayed 
deliveries 
Sickness absenteeism 6.4% 3.6% 45% reduction in absenteeism 
Productivity 0.99 1.10 11% increase in productivity 
 
As can be seen in the figure above, Merivaara has made a 45% reduction in 
delayed deliveries, the suppliers have made a 70% reduction in delayed deliveries, 
Merivaara's sickness absenteeism has reduced 45% and the productivity has 
increased 11%. (Ryytty 2014.) 
4.8 Lessons learned so far as seen through Kotter’s model 
The interview was based on how Merivaara's change process can be seen through 
Kotter's model and what kind of lessons have been learnt. (Ryytty 2014.) 
Step 1: Establishing a Sense of Urgency 
The sense of urgency was relatively easy to establish at Merivaara, since the 
delivery performance had continuously been criticised by sales personnel and 
customers. Company-wide sense of urgency towards implementing Lean 
management has been hampered through several organisational changes and new 
people in key positions. (Ryytty 2014.) 
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Step 2: Creating the guiding coalition 
Almost all the Merivaara's management group was changed in 2011. However, 
forming a shared vision has been difficult to form due to individuals having their 
own ideas of priorities. (Ryytty 2014.) 
Step 3: Developing a Change Vision 
In early 2013 the ownership of Merivaara was changed, and the owner pulled 
through a "100-days program" to establish a shared vision. This helped a lot in 
forming a shared vision. (Ryytty 2014.) 
Step 4: Communicating the change vision 
Communication of change vision has definitely been a pitfall. Currently all 
employees have been informed about the vision, but certainly not all have adopted 
it yet.(Ryytty 2014.) 
The vision has not been made tangible enough yet. Neither has it been thought 
through the eyes of employees in different positions. (Ryytty 2014.) 
Step 5: Empowering employees for broad-based action 
Some elements of empowerment, such as development groups in production and 
product manager organisation, have been implemented. However, focusing and 
aligning improvement activities according to the vision still needs work. (Ryytty 
2014.) 
Step 6: Generating short-term wins 
Several "low-hanging fruit", such as material cost savings have been picked. Also, 
some changes in ways of working 5S have been implemented. These have had a 
positive impact in the minds of the people, and in the profit and loss statements of 
the company. (Ryytty 2014.) 
Step 7: Consolidating gains and producing more change 
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In manufacturing, the consolidation of new ways of working is rather natural 
through work instructions etc. The bigger challenge is to align all parts of the 
organisation to work according to the new way - for example 5S is easily 
undermined by non-trained people, which can be seen in "borrowing" tools etc. 
(Ryytty 2014.) 
The formal mechanism needs a lot of improvement. For example product change 
process continuously creates problems in production due to non-rigorous 
implementation of product changes. (Ryytty 2014.) 
Step 8: Anchoring new approaches in the culture 
This step still requires stronger formal mechanisms, such as newcomer training. 
So far, there is very limited experience in this step. (Ryytty 2014.) 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter the author will discuss the results and findings of the thesis, 
suggestions for future research, and reliability and validity.  
Results and findings are drawn by using theories and chapters 2 and 3 with the 
case study in chapter 4. Each of the research questions are answered in detail. In 
suggestions for future research the author proposes how research related to this 
topic could be conducted in the future. In reliability and validity the author 
evaluates how reliable and valid the results and the thesis in general are. 
5.1 Results and findings 
The aim of this thesis was to answer 3 research questions: 
Research question 1. How does Merivaara Oy use Lean in its transformation 
process 
Merivaara has used Lean in its transformation process in several ways. Merivaara 
has a customised 4-step Lean transformation process model which they are 
following. So far Merivaara is in the stabilise step, where the production is 
stabilised in order to get rid of the vigorous fluctuations in productivity, workload, 
etc. Value streams have already been specified in the 4-day external 
assessment.Merivaara has also successfully implemented Lean tools, such as 5S in 
order to standardise and enhance different work phases. (Ryytty 2014.) 
Research question 2. What kind of results Merivaara has achieved during its 
transformation process 
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TABLE 4. Results 2011-2013. (Ryytty 2014.) 
 2011 2013 Change 
Delivery performance, 
external OTIF (On-
Time-In-Full) 
89% 94% 45% reduction in delayed 
deliveries 
Supplier delivery 
performance 
86% 96% 70% reduction in delayed 
deliveries 
Sickness absenteeism 6.4% 3.6% 45% reduction in absenteeism 
Productivity 0.99 1.10 11% increase in productivity 
 
As can be seen from the table above, Merivaara has achieved significant results 
during 2011-2013. External delayed deliveries have reduced 45%, delayed 
supplier deliveries have reduced 70%, absenteeism has reduced 45%, and the 
productivity has increased by 11%. (Ryytty 2014.) 
Research question 3. How can Merivaara's transformation process be seen 
through Kotter's 8-step transformation process 
Table 5. Merivaara's transformation process as seen through Kotter's 8-step 
transformation process (Ryytty 2014). 
Name of the step Comments 
Step 1: Establishing a Sense of 
Urgency 
The sense of urgency was easily 
achieved due to the continuous 
criticism by sales personnel and 
customers 
Step 2: Creating the guiding coalition Almost all of the management group 
was changed in 2011. However, some 
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difficulties has been faced due to 
differing opinions 
Step 3: Developing a Change Vision A "100-days program" was conducted 
in order to form a shared vision 
Step 4: Communicating the change 
vision 
Not all the employees have adopted the 
new vision. Communicating the vision 
needs improvement. 
Step 5: Empowering employees for 
broad-based action 
Some elements of empowerment, such 
as development groups in production 
and product manager organisation, have 
been implemented. However, focusing 
and aligning improvement activities 
according to the vision still needs work 
Step 6: Generating short-term wins Several "low-hanging fruit", such as 
material cost savings have been picked. 
These have had a positive impact in the 
minds of the people, and in the profit 
and loss statements of the company. 
Step 7: Consolidating gains and 
producing more change 
In manufacturing, the consolidation of 
new ways of working is rather natural 
through work instructions etc. The 
bigger challenge is to align all parts of 
the organisation to work according to 
the new way - for example 5S is easily 
undermined by non-trained people, 
which can be seen in "borrowing" tools 
etc. More formal mechanisms are 
needed, 
Step 8: Anchoring new approaches in This step still requires stronger formal 
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the culture mechanisms, such as newcomer 
training. So far, there is very limited 
experience in this step. 
 
As can be seen from the table above, Merivaara has more or less gone through all 
the steps in Kotter's 8-step transformation process. What is interesting, is that the 
first step, establishing a sense of urgency was easily tackled in Merivaara, 
although Kotter describes the first step often to be the hardest one. The biggest 
challenges Merivaara faces according to Kotter's theory, are related with the 
change vision (step 4), which is not entirely clear to all the employees, and step 8., 
which requires more work. Although some progress has been achieved in every 
step, it has to be noted that the transformation process is far from being over. 
The author would suggest that Merivaara pays close attention on why 
communicating the new vision has failed and how it could be fixed. The author 
believes it is vital for each step to be taken seriously. Failures to communicate 
vision are often attributed to limited intellectual capabilities or general human 
resistance to change (Kotter 1996, 87).The best way to improve communication 
would most likely be to increase the amount of communicating the vision. 
Merivaara should also make sure that their actions are consistent with the vision. 
What comes to anchoring new approaches in the culture, the author does not see 
this as big a problem as step 4. Moreover, the last step is very dependent on the 
success of earlier steps. The success of new approaches has to be communicated 
and incentives have to be in line with the new ones. (Kotter International 2014g). 
5.2 Reliability and validity 
Reliability regards the extent to which observations by multiple researchers 
studying the same phenomenon with similar purposes will yield approximately the 
same results (Järvinen 2001, 145). However, it is usual in qualitative research that 
the researcher can only present an interpretation of the events recounted to them 
(Cassell & Symon 1998, 71). The author believes that a study conducted under the 
same circumstances would lead to the same results. However, it is up to the 
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researches which results he wishes to present. As a result, the author has given 
suggestions to future results. The data gathered were given by Merivaara, 
therefore the data is considered reliable. 
Validity regards the extent to which an observation measures what it purports to 
measure (Järvinen 2001, 145). In quantitative research, the validity depends on the 
instruments that were used for measuring. However, in qualitative research the 
researcher is the instrument . Therefore, the validity hinges greatly on the skill of 
the researcher. (Patton 1990, 14.) When considering the validity, the author has 
managed to answer all the research questions. The theories that were chosen and 
studied in addition to the data collected from the interview and Merivaara's 
materials proved out to be sufficient enough in answering the research questions. 
Therefore, the author believes that the thesis has studied what it was intended to 
study. 
5.3 Suggestions for future research 
The author suggests that a similar research, with some modifications, could be 
conducted in 2-5 years. Conducting the research in 2-5 years would most likely 
provide more results. In this thesis the results were achieved in the stabilise stage 
of the 4-step Lean transformation process. Perhaps after the flow stage the change 
and results would be more visible because so far Merivaara has mostly focused on 
stabilising the production. 
After a few years once Merivaara has achieved more results, the future researches 
could more heavily focus on whether they wish to conduct a qualitative or 
quantitative research. 
In addition to external delivery performance, supplier delivery performance, 
sickness absenteeism, and productivity other criteria of improvement could be 
added, such as changes in lead-time and job safety. If more measurable results 
were present, the future research could primarily be quantitative research.  
Furthermore, the author limited the amount of interviews to one. Perhaps in the 
future more interviews could be conducted to gain a wider perspective on how 
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Merivaara's transformation can be seen through Kotter's theory.By focusing on 
interviewing more people, the future research could primarily focus on qualitative 
data and results. 
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6 SUMMARY 
The main objective of this thesis is to provide insight on how Merivaara uses Lean 
production in its transformation process to enhance its operations and what kind 
of results it has yielded so far. Also, the thesis explains how Merivaara 
transformation process can be seen through Kotter's 8-step transformation process. 
The research methods used in this thesis are qualitative research methods. Out of 
the three kinds of qualitative data, interviews and documents were chosen. 
The theory consists of two parts. The first part is the theory related to Lean, and 
the second part is change management and leadership. The goal is to assist the 
reader to generally understand Lean and clarify the actions in chapter 4. 
Understanding Lean in theory is also crucial for comprehending the answers to the 
research questions provided in chapter 5. Change management and leadership 
theory is used to gain deeper insight on Merivaara's transformation process. 
Furthermore, Kotter's theory will be used to answer how Merivaara's 
transformation can be seen through Kotter's model. 
Merivaara Oy had identified the need for change related to their production 
system, in the form of Lean production. Therefore, in 2011 Merivaara used a 
consultant to carry out a 4-day external assessment of Merivaara's production. The 
assessment focused on the production system of Merivaara, consisting of: the 
technical system, the management, and the expertise and organisational culture. 
The aim of the assessment was to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the 
production, define the improvement potential, and how improvement could be 
achieved. According to the assessment, three main impressions could be 
identified. The first impression of the factory was that the production premises 
and the inventories were in disarray. The second impression was that the majority 
of the factory consisted of inventory. The third impression was that the workload 
of the employees seemed low. 
Merivaara has used Lean in its transformation process in several ways. Merivaara 
is in the middle of stabilisation, in order to get rid ofvigorous fluctuations in 
productivity, workload, etc. Merivaara has also successfully implemented Lean 
tools, such as 5S in order to standardise and enhance different work phases. 
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Merivaara has achieved significant results during 2011-2013. External delayed 
deliveries have reduced 45%, delayed supplier deliveries have reduced 70%, 
absenteeism has reduced 45%, and the productivity has increased by 11%. 
Merivaara has more or less gone through all the steps in Kotter's 8-step 
transformation process. The biggest challenges Merivaara faces according to 
Kotter's theory, are related with the shared change vision and anchoring new 
approaches in the culture. The author suggests that Merivaara focuses on 
increasing communication related to the change vision. What needs to be taken 
into consideration when interpreting the results is that the Lean transformation of 
Merivaara is still in progress. Therefore, the results presented are from the year 
2013 and the transformation is not over. 
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